A BILL ENTITLED

AN ACT concerning Labor and Employment – Maryland Healthy Working Families Act

FOR the purpose of requiring certain employers to provide employees with certain earned sick and safe leave; providing for the method of determining whether an employer is required to provide paid or unpaid earned sick and safe leave; providing for the manner in which earned sick and safe leave is accrued by the employee and treated by the employer; authorizing an employer, under certain circumstances, to deduct the amount paid for earned sick and safe leave from the wages paid to an employee on the termination of employment under a certain provision of law; prohibiting an employer from being required to pay out on the termination of employment certain earned sick and safe leave; requiring an employer to allow an employee to use earned sick and safe leave for certain purposes; authorizing an employer to require an employee to provide certain notice under certain circumstances; requiring an employer to notify the employees that the employees are entitled to certain earned sick and safe leave; specifying the information that must be included in the notice; requiring the Commissioner of Labor and Industry to create and make available a certain poster and notice; requiring an employer to keep certain records for a certain time period; authorizing the Commissioner to inspect certain records;

EXPLANATION: CAPITALS INDICATE MATTER ADDED TO EXISTING LAW. [Brackets] indicate matter deleted from existing law.
establishing a presumption that an employer has violated certain provisions of this Act under certain circumstances; requiring and authorizing the Commissioner to take certain acts when the Commissioner receives a certain written complaint; specifying the contents that are required to be included and may be included in a certain order issued by the Commissioner; subjecting certain acts to certain hearing and notice requirements; requiring an employer to comply with a certain order within a certain time period; authorizing an employee to bring a civil action in a certain court against an employer for a violation of certain provisions of this Act within a certain time period; requiring a court to award certain damages, fees, and injunctive relief under certain circumstances; establishing certain prohibited acts; providing for certain criminal penalties; providing that certain protections apply to certain employees; authorizing the Commissioner to adopt regulations to carry out certain provisions of this Act; authorizing the Commissioner to conduct an investigation, under certain circumstances, to determine whether certain provisions of this Act have been violated; requiring the Commissioner, except under certain circumstances, to keep certain information confidential; providing for the construction of certain provisions of this Act; providing that this Act preempts the authority of a local jurisdiction to enact a law on or after a certain date that provides for certain sick and safe leave provided by certain employers; providing for the application of this Act; providing for a delayed effective date; defining certain terms; and generally relating to earned sick and safe leave.

BY repealing and reenacting, with amendments,

Article – Labor and Employment
Section 2–106(b)
Annotated Code of Maryland
(2016 Replacement Volume)

BY adding to

Article – Labor and Employment
Section 3–103(k); and 3–1301 through 3–1311 to be under the new subtitle “Subtitle 13. Healthy Working Families Act”
Annotated Code of Maryland
(2016 Replacement Volume)

SECTION 1. BE IT ENACTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF MARYLAND,
That the Laws of Maryland read as follows:

Article – Labor and Employment

2–106.

(b) Except as provided in subsection (c) of this section, and in addition to authority to adopt regulations that is set forth elsewhere, the Commissioner may adopt regulations that are necessary to carry out:

(1) Title 3, Subtitle 3 of this article;
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(2) Title 3, Subtitle 5 of this article;

(3) Title 3, Subtitle 13 of this article;

[(3)] (4) Title 4, Subtitle 2, Parts I through III of this article;

[(4)] (5) Title 5 of this article;

[(5)] (6) Title 6 of this article; and

[(6)] (7) Title 7 of this article.

3–103.

(K) (1) The Commissioner may conduct an investigation to determine whether Subtitle 13 of this title has been violated on receipt of a written complaint by an employee.

(2) To the extent practicable, the Commissioner shall keep confidential the identity of an employee who has filed a written complaint alleging a violation of Subtitle 13 of this title unless the employee waives confidentiality.


3–1301.

(A) In this subtitle the following words have the meanings indicated.

(B) "Abuse" has the meaning stated in § 4–501 of the Family Law Article.

(C) "Domestic violence" means abuse against an individual eligible for relief.

(D) "Earned sick and safe leave" means paid leave away from work that is provided by an employer under § 3–1304 of this subtitle.

(E) "Employee" does not include an individual who:

(1) performs work under a contract of hire that is determined not to be covered employment under § 8–205 of this article;
(2) is not a covered employee under § 9–222 of this Article;

(3) is under the age of 18 years before the beginning of the year; or

(4) is employed in the agricultural sector on an agricultural operation under § 5–403(a) of the Courts Article.

(F) “Employer” includes:

(1) a unit of State or local government; and

(2) a person that acts directly or indirectly in the interest of another employer with an employee.

(G) “Family member” means:

(1) a biological child, an adopted child, a foster child, or a stepchild of the employee;

(2) a child for whom the employee has legal or physical custody or guardianship;

(3) a child for whom the employee stands in loco parentis, regardless of the child’s age;

(4) a biological parent, an adoptive parent, a foster parent, or a stepparent of the employee or of the employee’s spouse;

(5) the legal guardian of the employee;

(6) an individual who acted as a parent or stood in loco parentis to the employee or the employee’s spouse when the employee or the employee’s spouse was a minor;

(7) the spouse of the employee;

(8) a biological grandparent, an adopted grandparent, a foster grandparent, or a stepgrandparent of the employee;

(9) a biological grandchild, an adopted grandchild, a foster grandchild, or a stepgrandchild of the employee; or

(10) a biological sibling, an adopted sibling, a foster sibling, or a stepsibling of the employee.
(H) “PERSON ELIGIBLE FOR RELIEF” HAS THE MEANING STATED IN § 4–501 OF THE FAMILY LAW ARTICLE.

(I) “SEXUAL ASSAULT” MEANS:

(1) RAPE, SEXUAL OFFENSE, OR ANY OTHER ACT THAT IS A SEXUAL CRIME UNDER TITLE 3, SUBTITLE 3 OF THE CRIMINAL LAW ARTICLE;

(2) CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE UNDER § 3–602 OF THE CRIMINAL LAW ARTICLE; OR

(3) SEXUAL ABUSE OF A VULNERABLE ADULT UNDER § 3–604 OF THE CRIMINAL LAW ARTICLE.

(J) “STALKING” HAS THE MEANING STATED IN § 3–802 OF THE CRIMINAL LAW ARTICLE.

(K) UNLESS THE CONTEXT REQUIRES OTHERWISE, “YEAR” MEANS A REGULAR AND CONSECUTIVE 12–MONTH PERIOD AS DETERMINED BY THE EMPLOYER.

3–1302.

(A) THIS SUBTITLE MAY NOT BE CONSTRUED TO:

(1) REQUIRE AN EMPLOYER TO COMPENSATE AN EMPLOYEE FOR UNUSED EARNED SICK AND SAFE LEAVE WHEN THE EMPLOYEE LEAVES THE EMPLOYER’S EMPLOYMENT;

(2) REQUIRE AN EMPLOYER TO MODIFY AN EXISTING PAID LEAVE POLICY IF THE POLICY PERMITS AN EMPLOYEE TO ACCRUE AND USE LEAVE UNDER TERMS AND CONDITIONS THAT ARE AT LEAST EQUIVALENT TO THE EARNED SICK AND SAFE LEAVE PROVIDED FOR UNDER THIS SUBTITLE;

(3) EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN SUBSECTION (C) OF THIS SECTION, PREEMPT, LIMIT, OR OTHERWISE AFFECT ANY OTHER LAW THAT PROVIDES FOR SICK AND SAFE LEAVE BENEFITS THAT ARE MORE GENEROUS THAN REQUIRED UNDER THIS SUBTITLE;

(4) PREEMPT, LIMIT, OR OTHERWISE AFFECT ANY WORKERS’ COMPENSATION BENEFITS THAT ARE AVAILABLE UNDER TITLE 9 OF THIS ARTICLE; OR
(5) PROHIBIT AN EMPLOYER FROM ADOPTING A POLICY THAT LIMITS AN EMPLOYEE TO USING EARNED SICK AND SAFE LEAVE ONLY FOR THE REASONS LISTED IN § 3–1305(A) OF THIS SUBTITLE.

(B) FOR THE PURPOSES OF SUBSECTION (A)(2) OF THIS SECTION, THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF A PAID LEAVE POLICY SHALL BE PRESUMED TO BE EQUIVALENT IF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS ALLOW AN EMPLOYEE TO:

(1) ACCESS AND ACCRUE PAID LEAVE AT THE SAME RATE OR AT A GREATER RATE THAN PROVIDED FOR IN § 3–1304 OF THIS SUBTITLE; AND

(2) USE THE PAID LEAVE FOR THE PURPOSES LISTED IN § 3–1305 OF THIS SUBTITLE.

(C) THIS SUBTITLE PREEMPTS THE AUTHORITY OF A LOCAL JURISDICTION TO ENACT A LAW ON OR AFTER JANUARY 1, 2017, THAT REGULATES SICK AND SAFE LEAVE PROVIDED BY AN EMPLOYER OTHER THAN THE LOCAL JURISDICTION.

3–1303.

(A) THIS SUBTITLE DOES NOT APPLY TO AN EMPLOYEE WHO:

(1) REGULARLY WORKS LESS THAN 8 HOURS A WEEK FOR AN EMPLOYER; OR

(2) (I) IS EMPLOYED IN THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY; AND

(II) IS COVERED BY A BONA FIDE COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENT IN WHICH THE REQUIREMENTS OF THIS SUBTITLE ARE EXPRESSLY WAIVED IN CLEAR AND UNAMBIGUOUS TERMS.

(B) FOR THE purpose of subsection (A)(2)(I) of this section, an employee who is employed in the construction industry does not include an employee employed as:

(1) A JANITOR;

(2) A BUILDING CLEANER;

(3) A BUILDING SECURITY OFFICER;

(4) A CONCIERGE;

(5) A DOORPERSON;
(6) A HANDYPERSON; OR

(7) A BUILDING SUPERINTENDENT.

3–1304.

(A) (1) An employer that employs 15 or more employees shall provide an employee with earned sick and safe leave that is paid at the same wage rate as the employee normally earns.

(2) An employer that employs 14 or fewer employees shall provide an employee with unpaid earned sick and safe leave.

(B) The earned sick and safe leave provided under subsection (A) of this section shall accrue at a rate of at least 1 hour for every 30 hours an employee works.

(C) An employer may not be required to allow an employee to:

(1) Earn more than 56 hours of earned sick and safe leave in a year;

(2) Use more than 80 hours of earned sick and safe leave in a year;

(3) Accrue a total of more than 80 hours at any time; or

(4) Use earned sick and safe leave during the first 90 calendar days the employee works for the employer or the first 480 hours worked, whichever is shorter.
(D) At the beginning of each year, an employer may award to an employee the full amount of earned sick and safe leave that an employee would earn over the course of the year rather than awarding the leave as the leave accrues during the year.

(E) (1) Except as provided in paragraph (2) of this subsection, for the purposes of calculating the accrual of earned sick and safe leave, an employee who is exempt from overtime wage requirements under the federal Fair Labor Standards Act is assumed to work 40 hours each workweek.

(2) If the employee’s normal workweek is less than 40 hours, the number of hours in the normal workweek shall be used.

(F) Earned sick and safe leave shall begin to accrue:

(1) January 1, 2018; or

(2) If the employee is hired after January 1, 2018, the date on which the employee begins employment with the employer.

(G) (1) Subject to paragraphs (2) and (3) of this subsection, if an employee has unused earned sick and safe leave at the end of each year, the employee may carry over the balance of the earned sick and safe leave to the following year.

(2) An employer may not be required to allow an employee to carry over more than 56 hours of earned sick and safe leave under paragraph (1) of this subsection.

(3) An employer may not be required to allow an employee to carry over unused sick and safe leave under paragraph (1) of this subsection if:

(I) The employer awards the employee the full amount of earned sick and safe leave at the beginning of each year under subsection (D) of this section; or

(II) The employment of the employee is contingent on the employer receiving a grant.

(H) If an employee is rehired by the employer within 9 months after leaving the employment of the employer, the employer shall reinstate any unused earned sick and safe leave that the employee had
WHEN THE EMPLOYEE LEFT THE EMPLOYMENT OF THE EMPLOYER UNLESS THE
EMPLOYER VOLUNTARILY PAID OUT THE UNUSED EARNED SICK AND SAFE LEAVE ON
THE TERMINATION OF EMPLOYMENT.

(I) (1) AN EMPLOYER MAY ALLOW AN EMPLOYEE TO USE EARNED SICK
AND SAFE LEAVE BEFORE THE EMPLOYEE ACCRUES THE AMOUNT NEEDED.

(2) IF AN EMPLOYEE IS ALLOWED UNDER PARAGRAPH (1) OF THIS
SUBSECTION TO USE EARNED SICK AND SAFE LEAVE BEFORE IT HAS ACCRUED, THE
EMPLOYER MAY DEDUCT THE AMOUNT PAID FOR THE EARNED SICK AND SAFE LEAVE
FROM THE WAGES PAID TO THE EMPLOYEE ON THE TERMINATION OF EMPLOYMENT
UNDER § 3–505 OF THIS TITLE IF:

(I) THE EMPLOYER AND EMPLOYEE MUTUALLY CONSENTED TO
THE DEDUCTION AS EVIDENCED BY A DOCUMENT SIGNED BY THE EMPLOYEE; AND

(II) THE EMPLOYEE LEAVES THE EMPLOYMENT OF THE
EMPLOYER BEFORE THE EMPLOYEE HAS ACCRUED THE AMOUNT OF EARNED SICK
AND SAFE LEAVE THAT WAS USED.

(J) AN EMPLOYER MAY NOT BE REQUIRED TO PAY OUT ON THE
TERMINATION OF EMPLOYMENT UNUSED EARNED SICK AND SAFE LEAVE ACCRUED
BY AN EMPLOYEE.

(K) AN EMPLOYER WHO ACQUIRES, BY SALE OR OTHERWISE, ANOTHER
EMPLOYER SHALL ALLOW ALL EMPLOYEES OF THE ORIGINAL EMPLOYER WHO
REMAIN EMPLOYED BY THE SUCCESSOR EMPLOYER TO RETAIN ALL UNUSED
EARNED SICK AND SAFE LEAVE ACCRUED DURING EMPLOYMENT WITH THE
ORIGINAL EMPLOYER.

3–1305.

(A) AN EMPLOYER SHALL ALLOW AN EMPLOYEE TO USE EARNED SICK AND
SAFE LEAVE:

(1) TO CARE FOR OR TREAT THE EMPLOYEE’S MENTAL OR PHYSICAL
ILLNESS, INJURY, OR CONDITION;

(2) TO OBTAIN PREVENTIVE MEDICAL CARE FOR THE EMPLOYEE OR
EMPLOYEE’S FAMILY MEMBER;

(3) TO CARE FOR A FAMILY MEMBER WITH A MENTAL OR PHYSICAL
ILLNESS, INJURY, OR CONDITION; OR
(4) IF:

(I) THE ABSENCE FROM WORK IS NECESSARY DUE TO DOMESTIC VIOLENCE, SEXUAL ASSAULT, OR STALKING COMMITTED AGAINST THE EMPLOYEE OR THE EMPLOYEE’S FAMILY MEMBER; AND

(II) THE LEAVE IS BEING USED:

1. BY THE EMPLOYEE TO OBTAIN FOR THE EMPLOYEE OR THE EMPLOYEE’S FAMILY MEMBER:

   A. MEDICAL OR MENTAL HEALTH ATTENTION THAT IS RELATED TO THE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE, SEXUAL ASSAULT, OR STALKING;

   B. SERVICES FROM A VICTIM SERVICES ORGANIZATION RELATED TO THE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE, SEXUAL ASSAULT, OR STALKING; OR

   C. LEGAL SERVICES OR PROCEEDINGS RELATED TO OR RESULTING FROM THE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE, SEXUAL ASSAULT, OR STALKING;

2. DURING THE TIME THAT THE EMPLOYEE HAS TEMPORARILY RELOCATED DUE TO THE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE, SEXUAL ASSAULT, OR STALKING.

(B) (1) IF THE NEED TO USE EARNED SICK AND SAFE LEAVE IS FORESEEABLE, AN EMPLOYER MAY REQUIRE AN EMPLOYEE TO PROVIDE REASONABLE ADVANCE NOTICE OF NOT MORE THAN 7 DAYS BEFORE THE DATE THE EARNED SICK AND SAFE LEAVE WOULD BEGIN.

(2) IF THE NEED TO USE EARNED SICK AND SAFE LEAVE IS NOT FORESEEABLE, AN EMPLOYEE SHALL:

   (I) PROVIDE NOTICE TO AN EMPLOYER AS SOON AS PRACTICABLE; AND

   (II) GENERALLY COMPLY WITH THE EMPLOYER’S NOTICE OR PROCEDURAL REQUIREMENTS FOR REQUESTING OR REPORTING OTHER LEAVE, IF THOSE REQUIREMENTS DO NOT INTERFERE WITH THE EMPLOYEE’S ABILITY TO USE EARNED SICK AND SAFE LEAVE.

(3) AN EMPLOYER MAY DENY A REQUEST TO TAKE EARNED SICK AND SAFE LEAVE IF:
(I) AN EMPLOYEE FAILS TO PROVIDE THE NOTICE REQUIRED UNDER PARAGRAPHS (1) OR (2) OF THIS SUBSECTION; AND

(II) THE EMPLOYEE’S ABSENCE WILL CAUSE A DISRUPTION TO THE EMPLOYER.

(C) AN EMPLOYER MAY NOT REQUIRE THAT AN EMPLOYEE WHO IS REQUESTING EARNED SICK AND SAFE LEAVE SEARCH FOR OR FIND AN INDIVIDUAL TO WORK IN THE EMPLOYEE’S STEAD DURING THE TIME THE EMPLOYEE IS TAKING THE LEAVE.

(D) (1) INSTEAD OF TAKING EARNED SICK AND SAFE LEAVE UNDER THIS SECTION, BY MUTUAL CONSENT OF THE EMPLOYER AND EMPLOYEE, AN EMPLOYEE MAY WORK ADDITIONAL HOURS OR TRADE SHIFTS WITH ANOTHER EMPLOYEE DURING A PAY PERIOD TO MAKE UP WORK HOURS THAT THE EMPLOYEE TOOK OFF FOR WHICH THE EMPLOYEE COULD HAVE TAKEN EARNED SICK AND SAFE LEAVE.

(2) AN EMPLOYEE IS NOT REQUIRED TO OFFER OR TO ACCEPT AN OFFER OF ADDITIONAL WORK HOURS OR A TRADE IN SHIFTS.

(3) IF AN EMPLOYEE WORKS ADDITIONAL HOURS OR TRADES SHIFTS UNDER PARAGRAPH (1) OF THIS SUBSECTION, THE EMPLOYER MAY NOT:

(I) BE REQUIRED TO PAY THE EMPLOYEE MORE THAN THE EMPLOYEE’S BASE RATE OF PAY FOR THE EMPLOYEE’S ABSENCE;

(II) BE REQUIRED TO ALLOW AN EMPLOYEE TO WORK ADDITIONAL HOURS OR SHIFTS THAT WOULD RESULT IN THE EMPLOYER BEING REQUIRED TO PAY OVERTIME TO THE EMPLOYEE; OR

(III) DEDUCT THE ABSENCE FROM THE EMPLOYEE’S ACCRUED EARNED SICK AND SAFE LEAVE.

(E) (1) AN EMPLOYEE MAY TAKE EARNED SICK AND SAFE LEAVE IN THE SMALLEST INCREMENT THAT THE EMPLOYER’S PAYROLL SYSTEM USES TO ACCOUNT FOR ABSENCES OR USE OF THE EMPLOYEE’S WORK TIME.

(2) AN EMPLOYEE MAY NOT BE REQUIRED TO TAKE EARNED SICK AND SAFE LEAVE IN AN INCREMENT OF MORE THAN 4 HOURS.

(F) (1) WHEN WAGES ARE PAID TO AN EMPLOYEE, THE EMPLOYER SHALL PROVIDE IN WRITING BY ANY REASONABLE METHOD A STATEMENT REGARDING THE AMOUNT OF EARNED SICK AND SAFE LEAVE THAT IS AVAILABLE FOR USE BY THE EMPLOYEE.
(2) An employer may satisfy the requirement under paragraph (1) of this subsection by providing an online system through which an employee may ascertain the balance of the employee’s available earned sick and safe leave.

(G) (1) An employer may require an employee who uses earned sick and safe leave for more than two consecutive scheduled shifts to provide verification that the leave was used appropriately under subsection (A) of this section.

(2) If an employee fails or refuses to provide verification as required by an employer under paragraph (1) of this subsection, the employer may deny a subsequent request to take earned sick and safe leave for the same reason.

3–1306.

(A) An employer shall notify the employer’s employees that the employees are entitled to earned sick and safe leave under this subtitle.

(B) The notice provided under subsection (A) of this section shall include:

(1) A statement of how earned sick and safe leave is accrued under § 3–1304 of this subtitle;

(2) The purposes for which the employer is required to allow an employee to use earned sick and safe leave under § 3–1305 of this subtitle;

(3) A statement regarding the prohibition in § 3–1309 of this subtitle against the employer taking adverse action against an employee who exercises a right under this subtitle; and

(4) Information regarding the right of an employee to report an alleged violation of this subtitle by the employer to the commissioner or to bring a civil action under § 3–1308(C) of this subtitle.

(C) The commissioner shall create and make available a poster and a model notice that may be used by an employer to comply with subsection (A) of this section.
3–1307.

(A) An employer shall keep for at least 3 years a record of:

(1) Earned sick and safe leave accrued by each employee; and

(2) Earned sick and safe leave used by each employee.

(B) The Commissioner may inspect a record kept under subsection (A) of this section for the purpose of determining whether the employer is complying with the provisions of this subtitle.

(C) An employer that fails to keep accurate records or refuses to allow the Commissioner to inspect a record kept under subsection (A) of this section shall be presumed to have violated this subtitle.

3–1308.

(A) If an employee believes that an employer has violated this subtitle, the employee may file a written complaint with the Commissioner.

(B) (1) Within 90 days after the receipt of a written complaint, the Commissioner shall conduct an investigation and attempt to resolve the issue informally through mediation.

(2) (I) If the Commissioner is unable to resolve an issue through mediation during the period stated in paragraph (1) of this subsection and the Commissioner determines that an employer has violated this subtitle, the Commissioner shall issue an order.

(II) An order issued under subparagraph (I) of this paragraph:

1. Shall describe the violation;

2. Shall direct the payment of the full monetary value of any unpaid earned sick and safe leave and any actual economic damages;
3. May, in the Commissioner’s discretion, direct the payment of an additional amount up to three times the value of the employee’s hourly wage for each violation; and

4. May, in the Commissioner’s discretion, assess a civil penalty of up to $1,000 for each employee for whom the employer is not in compliance with this subtitle.

3 The actions taken under paragraphs (1) and (2) of this subsection are subject to the hearing and notice requirements of Title 10, Subtitle 2 of the State Government Article.

(c) (1) Within 30 days after the Commissioner issues an order, an employer shall comply with the order.

(2) If an employer does not comply with an order within the time period stated in paragraph (1) of this subsection:

(I) the Commissioner may:

1. With the written consent of the employee, ask the Attorney General to bring an action on behalf of the employee in the county where the employer is located; or

2. Bring an action to enforce the order for the civil penalty in the county where the employer is located; and

(II) Within 3 years after the date of the order, an employee may bring a civil action to enforce the order in the county where the employer is located.

(3) If an employee prevails in an action brought under paragraph (2)(II) of this subsection to enforce an order, the court shall award:

(I) three times the value of the employee’s unpaid earned sick and safe leave;

(II) punitive damages in an amount to be determined by the court;

(III) reasonable counsel fees and other costs;

(IV) injunctive relief, if appropriate; and
(V) ANY OTHER RELIEF THAT THE COURT DEEMS
APPROPRIATE.

3–1309.

(A) IN THIS SECTION, “ADVERSE ACTION” INCLUDES:

(1) DISCHARGE;

(2) DEMOTION;

(3) THREATENING THE EMPLOYEE WITH DISCHARGE OR DEMOTION;

AND

(4) ANY OTHER RETALIATORY ACTION THAT RESULTS IN A CHANGE
TO THE TERMS OR CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT THAT WOULD DISSUADE A
REASONABLE EMPLOYEE FROM EXERCISING A RIGHT UNDER THIS SUBTITLE.

(B) A PERSON MAY NOT INTERFERE WITH THE EXERCISE OF OR THE
ATTEMPT TO EXERCISE ANY RIGHT GIVEN UNDER THIS SUBTITLE.

(C) AN EMPLOYER MAY NOT:

(1) TAKE ADVERSE ACTION OR DISCRIMINATE AGAINST AN EMPLOYEE
BECAUSE THE EMPLOYEE EXERCISES IN GOOD FAITH THE RIGHTS PROTECTED
UNDER THIS SUBTITLE;

(2) INTERFERE WITH, RESTRAIN, OR DENY THE EXERCISE BY AN
EMPLOYEE OF ANY RIGHT PROVIDED FOR UNDER THIS SUBTITLE; OR

(3) APPLY AN ABSENCE CONTROL POLICY THAT INCLUDES EARNED
SICK AND SAFE LEAVE ABSENCES AS AN ABSENCE THAT MAY LEAD TO OR RESULT IN
AN ADVERSE ACTION BEING TAKEN AGAINST AN EMPLOYEE.

(D) THE PROTECTIONS AFFORDED UNDER THIS SUBTITLE SHALL APPLY TO
AN EMPLOYEE WHO MISTAKENLY, BUT IN GOOD FAITH, ALLEGES A VIOLATION OF
THIS SUBTITLE.

3–1310.

(A) AN EMPLOYEE MAY NOT IN BAD FAITH:

(1) FILE A COMPLAINT WITH THE COMMISSIONER ALLEGING A
VIOLATION OF THIS SUBTITLE;
(2) Bring an action under § 3–1308 of this subtitle; or

(3) Testify in an action under § 3–1308 of this subtitle.

(B) An employee who violates this section is guilty of a misdemeanor and on conviction is subject to a fine not exceeding $1,000.

This subtitle may be cited as the Maryland Healthy Working Families Act.

SECTION 2. AND BE IT FURTHER ENACTED, That this Act shall be construed to apply only prospectively and may not be applied or interpreted to have any effect on or application to any bona fide collective bargaining agreement entered into before June 1, 2017, for the duration of the contract term, excluding any extensions, options to extend, or renewals of the term of the original agreement.

SECTION 3. AND BE IT FURTHER ENACTED, That this Act shall take effect January 1, 2018.